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r At the annual meeting of the ational Women's Studies Association in

June, Florence Howe spoke of the ed to internationalize the women's studies

1

curriculum (190). She noted the 'women's studies and international studies

tend to be rather isolated field . Although both are interdisciplinary,; they'

0 , ,
. . .

are outside the instneam of a demi4 marginalized, which gives theirpracti7

tioners broader re critical rspectives, but ghettoized, which limits 'their

opportunities to c nicate with.the mainstream and with each other.

The stu4/of dev, opment as a subfieldwithin international studies, ,

women in developmen0 a subfield within women's studies; gtettos.within

ghettos.' There is'a substantial body of relevantliterature, but it tends to

reach a highlyselect4ue e that has already been sensitized, Recent.leneral

1141/j ,

reviews of developOenV't ature (e.g. Portes, 1976; Hermassi, 1978;Chirot '

and Hall, 1982 oftiPier,the theoretiCal or empirical materials

on women.' Si larly. and teach about.North:AmeiiCan women have'

'limited knowlege of th; context within which we live.

,,".
' J

1 j
Assumi hat at this undtable I. am speaking to both the curious, and the

;,, ',
\ '",.

converge' try to ber of themes.' I will briefly summarize

the feminist critique of the evelOpment literature,'and comment on the

importance of teaching about women coUrses about develocment'and of tqaching

about development in courses abo Women.

I will emphasize sub-Saharan AfriC6 examples; ecause of My own interests:

and field experience, and because this areapas yielded a stantiol volume.

of material exhibiting great variety. For the benefit o those interested in

pursuing the study of, women and development, I have included a bibliography'

:which, while not exhaustive, is more extensive than the materials explicited

cited herein.

.11



I would like to begin
with a fable; if is based on a Garri, tale as

elaborated by others.and'retold
by anthropologist

Christine Obbo in her book

krican Women (1930, Pp. ix-x):

Once upon a time ve *ago, God needed someone to help him
with something he wanted He turned to.the

women, whcoalready
had,tkei'r hands full even n those days,.

Just then they were
making milk jugs and

water basins and mats
to cover the huts. God

. summoned them: 'Come here: I shallsend you out on an important
mission,' The women replied:

les,'we are coming but wait amoment,
we-shall,finish our work here,' After a while, God summedthe again, and the

women. responded once more: 'Wait a moment, weare nearly done. Let us finish
our mats and jugs.'

,

Men at that time did
not have to milk the

cows, build houses,
fetch wood and water

as the women did; their
only duty was now and

again to put up a fence to protect the
livestock. So, since at that

moment they-had nothing else to do, they
came running at God's call

aqd said; 'Send us instead, Father,'
1 Then God turned to the women and said:

'Hereafter, women, your
Moores will never be done;

when one is /ompleted, the next one will
be waiting for you. Hence the men may rest since they came at once
when I lied, bUt you,

women, will have to work and toil with neither
pausesest till, the day you

And so it has: been ever since:.
Time passed. Then one day

some strangert came with books, seeds
and guns.' The men who had been resting

embraced the strangers amidst,
protests from the

women that the newcomers
were going to harm the

land and its people.
Certainly their political

and economic ideas
soon diviled the men into

two groups--leaders and toilers'. The latter
.had to be taught

the dignity of. labour by beingYequirecIto pay taxes.
,As, for the

women, they just worked
away unnoticed' by anyone.

,Inthe end, the
women appealed, to the good .sense of their sons,.

brothers' and husbands
to compensate and reward them for their labour.

But the men reminded
them that God had condemned

them to be the
servants of the humanipecies.

They claimed that even the books of
the.strangers confiriea that women's'place was indeed under men.
Some of the women grumbled that the hardest of penalties isrto be
poor' and also a woman.'

Others search around for alternatives
thatvould open up some kind of remed

r them.' It was not long

before the women realized
that society depended upon Ihti.forits

perpetuation and sustenance,
and they became detertined

to bargain:
with these discoveries

to acquire a shamin the
decisions regarding.

their labour and sexuality. The women's strongest
assets were,their,

hands--which, in
some,cases, enabled them to accumulate

property in
the form of land.

But:thit made the men furiousior it was: now"
evident that property

represented relationships bitween people,and
not betweenoeople.and things.

.

Thq men accused:the
wonen,of getting

dut.of:control. Andthe
women escaped to the cities,

determined te-support,thetselves by hard
work. Men then accused

the women who were demanding.an
equal share

in society's
resources and power of weakening the common struggle

.

against' thestran4ers
who controlled the world. lien claimed that

.women were diverting
energy from the task of tatiOnal

development.
The women only smile

,for they had broken. the Spell'of
God's 4.

condemnation. It was a Moiling.
Theirimmedtate concern was to.

lessen the private pains
inflicted upon:Ahem Andscee even dared

to hope far a movement
whose primary taskjiould be to lessen the

institutional pain inflicted
upon women bY dismantling the

structures -
of male dominance,

Feminist Criticism of Development Literature

An important component of the feminist critique
of development teaching,

t

theory,and practice derives
from the fact that feminist scholarship)

has

evolved in the 1970s, asIthe
social sciences hive moved toward more inter-

.

pretive paradigms...These
newer paradigms reject'the

notion that thereis one

empirically and'independently
verifiable objective reality, in favoi of'a view

that grants situational
validity to a variety of

perceptionS and sees the

social world as emergent'and
negotiated (Dbuglas, et al, 1980; Tudor; 1982).'

From this perspective feminist
writers point out that much of the developint

lit&ature, whether of the
older modernization school or the newer world

.

systems approach, is rooted in
western male world views (e.g. Blumberg, 1976;

Pala, 1977; Elliott, 1977,;
Nash, 1980; Papanek, 1981) Even female writers

and change agents froMIthird
world societies

have:adopted these vi s,



For exanpl

Extension at

Eugene Bortei.-Doku,,head bf the Departaient;of kgricultural

e University of Ghana writes:

A traditiolial,farmer can be defined as a man, or ire accurately

f a family complex, who uses,traditional, tools and 'controls a ptece'of

land chllich the entire familY depends for iurviiiali,; He is an expert

:in his own enyironment, growing about a half4dozen crops year'after

year through his'whole career. He tenils to:6e siispicious of innova,-,

tioOs from outside, especially when they.affect'Crops that he has,grown

;all his life, (1981:'40)

'Edouard umao,Director-General of the NH Food and Agricultural Orginiza-
.

/

observes, ;that' discussions otru/alvioMen have been:tion elect]

to Idding a paragrap:/00 the situation of women to

develoPment plans/conceived and i limented.witheut including them.

(1981:4)
,

1
1

I 'would be more confortable with this observation if. it ware not.cobtained iar
u.

the only two paragraphs of a four Page article that mention ;omen.

AS'Ilune Nash says In a papet prepared'for a conference on women in
,

r; Latin America:

,

Social scientists have played the role of ideologues, sustaining

tne notion of progress implied in,modernizat$oo and development; and

4erPetuatiog the social structure's' cohstrictive of women's parti'cipa-

'tion in economic, social, and political life, Their "objective'

analyses in fact reinforce Stereotyks of women as wives, mothers,

and lovers, eveqhen,these roles are acted onialtge where the

pr!ps--the male as protector and breadwinnerare gone, Women

socialized with male mfdels of how to perceive' the world have Con-

")

I

tribut d to the errorsand in,the.persistihg mythOlogrof

sex ro s and iotiastructireS: 'Theyhave proved their ability by

confOnning.io the models-'of reality structured by established figures

in 'the field and on the bass of criteria set by men. These include

Making objective.statementslf social reality; divorcing the personal

perspect' e subjecfof discoursei/aliminatibg empathilic

underi observation; and accepting the terms of untfersal

.discou cognizing theliatticularistieelemints,that in. .

,fluence the 1Cof observation, .By accepting these rituals rules,

women beCome honorary ;enters in thetren's,hdUsi:of social science

discourse, (1980 :2 .3)

Two categories of male views are relevant liere, those of researchers and

theorists, and those of reiearcholbjects. Researchers, guided by,prevailing

theory, ask, questions, about'power, about control, about work and about social

j . o

life from the point of view of the powerful.Ohey tend to assume that.male

A

ways of doing things are societal norms,anOhat the meanings men 'attach 'to

individuals, events or objehs children,'work, or money) are the only

0.

possible meanings. For example, in most discussions,of job skills OF human'

capital, those individuals who have mastered techniques they are expected to.

,

use only in their employment situation are,considered more highly skilled,

Because Women are expected to care for children and 0 housekeeping chores,in'

everyday, life; paid work involving these skills is con,idered unskilled work.

The assessment is not based,on actual skill m tery or on an analysis of'the

skills required to perform the: tasks assigned to, say, a child cake center

Worker or a hol chambermaid (L. K. Howe,
1 7]).

Male research,subjects tell their-side of the story and,interpret female

,

(f)

behavior from the/. perspective. In many ethnogr hit reports what women do
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f
'and say is presented as tangential to ongoing social ,processes. Such a view

may reflect male ignorance' of the real content of female roles and discourse,

or it may be a culturally accepted way of reinforcing an ideology of male

4

superiority. Susan Wright (1981) reports that among the sequestered and

supposedly powerless married. womenif Cashman Bari in Iran, argument"! often

reflect tensions that their husband's, as close male kin:are prohibited from

making overt, and that interactions frequently elicit information,that
men

can use i6eir culturally Antral quests for siatus in the community.

. ,

A second area'of criticism is that development studies'generally lack
,

approprige

,

technical and conceptual tog with which tO'stOy women's ipoiiijons.

in society (e.g. Ieneria, 81; 1981b;',,Croll, 1981a; Papenek, 1977), Most

measures of economic growth or.laborforce participation assume the validity

of such distinctions as paid labor vs. unpaid family labor, prOduction for

exchange value vs, production for use value, production'vs, reproduction2,
.

public vs, privatei sphere, and modern vs, traditional sector, For example,

Chase-Dunn (1915) uses the percentage of the male labor force not engaged in

egricultureas tli'basic indicator of dev lopmEnt in a major 'gas national
I

study'and Tinker (191L)'ciAs a 1973 U.S. Dept, of tabor ,tatement that only

4 of African women work. Even Ester Boserup whose 1910 book was dye of the

4

first challenges to the androcentric view of,d' elopmcnt takes for granted th

1r

divisibn.betweenipcoductive and reproductive ork (see the critical evaluation

by Lener6 and Sen,

wage ,1 abor 'or prodo

31). The underlying vi ion here is of men engaged in :

cropstor v)ods for sale (paid lab,, exchange,

reduction in tie public,sphere Othe modern sector) and of Women

engeged in food production and preservation, and crafts for family use (unpaid

+oily labor, use value, reproduction in 'the private sphrr Hanel sector;

'9

People's real liveslare not's° way divisible. Maria Mies' study of

I

lace makers in India (1982) shoos:the extent to which this so called spare

time croft work of secluded unpaid Aily worker has provided paid, ork

for men who can move about freely collecting and exporting the lace and

'selling the materials needed for its manufacture. Secluded Musa, 111Mi Ll.'

in nothernOigeria maintain a thrivi 1? market in prepared food from,behind

\'-'the walls of their houses (Schildkrou , 1983). In African cultures where

oil' are not secluded, they market heir own crafts or surpluses' from house-

. ,

.

hold plots. Howeier, the amount of land devoted to cash crops and the agrlcul-

lk

'Ural technology involved may infringe on the time and.resources available to

these unpaid family workers. Papers presented by Tinker, Se dman andiortmann

at the 1979. AAAS symposium and reprinted in the volume edit by Dauber and

Cain.(1981) are eikiewith concrete examples.

At

Because domesticIP subsistence work not defined as production, those

issues that are most relevant to women and hog life are often subsumed under

the heading of health and 'Welfare program. Such programs are often seen as

less pressing than those designated economic development, projects (Rogers,

Y 1980). Essentially one Might-say, using world systems' terminology, that

women and the issues that most' directly impinge an their livA have become

the periphery, the pnderdevelled area ideveloped parts of

the world sys (Bouldi

AOk

(
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Here is a case in paint:
raveling in rural Mali

in 1982 I heard the4 .
saMe story over and ayer ! f.rbm

ural women, froM loca
eve] development

workers and, a hopeful sign
from the staff of tMe 'agricultural

college al

bunda.. Maize has long been
a staple of the rural diet.

The white variety

brouht to Africa from the
ericas around 1600 (Davidson,

1969) 'isinow

called traditional maize. It has been grown on a small scale
as a cash crop

since 1910 ,Liebenow, 1982), 'I rohces soft
kernels protected by sturdy

These characteristics make t easy to store in homemade
silos that

. rest on the ground, al.easyte
prep

wnict is now grown as as cash crop ha

local people also claim it is n

7,diz'has characteristi

e by you sing.
Hybrid yellow maize

Is and virtfly no husks;

e traditional variety. Ibis

litate its mechanical
processing. I/ is

3 06fitable crop and pe rs norrpoli4 makers
are sorry it was intro-

ddced. Attention is now b0 paid to howtit
can be stored and processed for

home use. n pod deal of grueling,
effort and wastage could have been

avoided by focusing on both 'dome
c and commercial uses of maize from the

outset.

.1

.
Moreover, as Sen (192G)

notes, subsistence activities are not defined

by the tasks or the
genders of people engaged in

them, but by a relatiOnshic)
1,

to the Tpans of subsistence.
Virtually4all food end .income

produced by poor

4!Jple is used to nett
iitdiate needs lor food, clothing end shelter. In

this context whether the
item ingrown and eaten,

growe and Sold to-purchase :

.efood, or
grown for an estatc farmr.who

thin pays a
)

camal' laborer in cash so

that the labirer can buy food,
is probably less

important than whether the

total count of food thus
acquired.is adequate to provide proper nutrition.

Lonturporary writers (e.g. 9eneria and Sen 1981;
Deere and Leon de Leal,

1982, 9eneria,1922a & b) insist that it 'is
necessary to acknowledge the

111

(10

.

economic contribution to society of reproductive labor (child bearing and

rearing, housekeeping, food prepAration),which tends to be the women's work
4

t,

in all cultures, and to eltoTe the relationships between reprodUction and

Iproduction.4er varying conditions. In this.prOiss the relative positions

of women and men are'clarified, the tendency td undervalue women's work be-

cause it is not renumerated is coltered, mor6ccurate
data become available

for planning and analysis3, and.economic activity
is conceptualized as activity

which
. 4 ,

contributes to the-welfare of society'S members rather than activity

., .

which leads to capital accumulation. Such an analysis, while rooted in. an .

expansion of the marxist4 toncept of reproduction of labor, allows evaluatiol

t

of capitalist and socialist development programs

i

n the same terms (Benerfa,

1981),,

Closely related to the le of inappropriate
conceptual tools is the use

of inappropriate target units in development research and pract)ce. ,Societies

are treated as if they wea unified wholes or as if a given political or

technological change be expected to has unified impact on 411 seg-

menu of society.

let, generally speaking, development strategies
l A

,
,

have altered class structures both by creating new classes and by redistri- ,

tilting resources, often iess.eguitably (Stryker,.
1977,,Roxboilgh, 1919).

.

Women and men have been differentWly affected by development as well (hash,

ti



,

1980; fortmain,..1981;:papanek, 1981; Bay, 1982), ,11.hidifferiptialdmpact

has often been umanticiAted and unrecognized, in part, because the household

. . ,

or family visualized aS,Malerheaded, monogamous, andpielear hair generally

been the target unit for progl1aMS,and the unit of analySi5jOr aluation

(11.0, 1980; Caplan, 1181; 0ey.,,,1981; 8eereand Lean de Leal; 1981.1,..1984

holly, 1981).

The social organization of househOlds varies Widely'hothlntermsof
pi

.who its meqbers are and in,terms of the division of labor within the,unit.

As Vellenga '(l90) points oUt with'resPect to tradi'ional
societies in 81100,

marriage may be a process whiCh takes years to complete:andwithin any oae,,,society

age,' claSs and other fattors.may affect the rights and dbrimionsjf marital'

' ,

, partners to each other. Today, the inflUence of colonial, legal syystems.and the

western.afienta0onOf. Some segments' of the,population further complicate things'
4

T

(alsb1see Oppong. 1982i,

1 '

.iust as whatlairiage entails may-lary, what
sort of a unit' a household is .)

pay vary from Culture to culture an by class vithin a culture, A striking ex;
.... ..,

4

ample is the traditional Bau rn where JaspeCially amonghhigher status

familis wife and husband may each have a. per retinue of childreii, and adults

\ ,.

bound to 'diem by adoption and ties of fealty: A clear sexual division of labor

. 1

exists but each partner has cootrol over tome means of productionand is obliga-

,. , ''

For

,
ted to compensate the other for labo expencd

,

or'her or his behalf, For i.,.. "'

ample. women grow food crdps1 men's land, men'weave cloth from women's cotton

( Eti enne 1984,

4'

. A

1 4

An increase,in overall Id. income does'noi'autom4tUly result in

increased benefits tq.all houiehold members, sdhimit.Which make ;edit or

training exclusively availableto,one 'family Member may

of labor without improving,44itandard of living, and technological innova.

#

tions may simultalligusly Increasetwomen's workloads andetheir dependency,

Here, area few Poi, many texampl es ,

I

,

1 .

Martha FLoutfi 'notes

,

that in rural ,areas:

WoOd is usually,Hfreen -.it only costs fmainly women's or

hChildren's) time and calories to collect it,' Charcoal is most

,bffictent, . but it mutt normally be purchased. How, lould the

cash'beleterated by the women who would benefit from it? , ,

i.KehsenegtYpically beyond their financial reach , r Male'',

bouseholdolember tave 'little incentive' It/ spend their limited '11

cash on.charcoal orl'eroSine (or solar'doOkers) so 'long as a. "'free.

alternative is'available, This again deigsfrates,the inadequacy ;,

of goiernment Olicies that treat the househol4 as a.unit and

ignorelthe dWtrential impact of those policies on individual

household members. (1980:40)

-Ann:Said:4 offers several comparable examples including this one:

M
,

In Kenya ? ...the
t

the government introduced measures to organize .

a cooperative to ac wire inputs.and Market pyrethrum, Disappointingly,,

prodUctiOn declined. Closer examination revea ed.tpat, although

cooperative. by -laws ecified males, prolmably he household heads,

' as members, the women had actually been producing the pyrethrum.

Not sur'prisi'ngly; the women, 'on discove ipg that pa ent was to be

,made to the male cooperativemMembers, re uced their outpu (1981:114)

)
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1

Arid Irene Tinker.draws this from .a report in the International tabour

Review:

Th Mwta irrigated rice scheme in Kenya did allocate small garden

plots o the women, but these were small because it 'was assumed that

ri from the irrigated plots would be added to the diet. Women in

fact did receive some rice in return for her labor on her husband''

land, but since the men refused to eat rice, women had to sell it and

buy traditional food at increasingly high prices: Women on the scheme

did net have time, nor land, to raise enough fold for their own con-

sumption. Thus they worked longer hours than before but,could not

provide as much food for their families as they had, In addition, they

often had to buy firewood forcookinq since fuel was scarce in the

resettlement area, and women's time was less. Thus while tie total

income of the families in the scheme has gone up, and visible wealth

in the form of transistor radios and bicycles is in evidence,

nutritional levels nonetheless have fallen, (1981:62-63)

Nash (1980) suggeSts that not only specific tech' logi'cal or organiza-

tional innovations, but also the general direction of what is presumed to be

development can have unintended negatiye consequences for women. Development

fl
is generally associated with a greater formalization and rati,qnalization of

decision making. Whether aS modernization theorists have assumed, this is a

prerequisite for or a defining characteristic of being modern, Or.whether it.

,

is merely a nee-colonial hy-product of securing development aid, need not

concern us here.. What

*

is of concern is that what power womenhave is ofteh en-

ercized informally. Where all decisions ultimately rest on consensus ,rea8ed

after informal discussion and negociation, everyone can be informed and 4can

participate, When lines of authority'and decision making processes are. for.

. ,

aired, fewer individuals have access to the process and 'domestic, and public

spheres of activity are further differentiated. Roth trends tend to exclude

Women (also' see Rosaldo,

)

Sanday, 1914),

.

`;once nations are establishing policies which attemptto incorporate

women into these newly formalized structures. Two exaniples from my QIC oh-

servations illustratp this poier President Nyerere of Tariianfa is

14

13

ideologically committed to full eqUality of pdwer,and resources. To this end

1

he uses his constitutional right to appoint some memberl,of the national

legislathre to supplement the niter of ;women1obtaining setts in general

elections (Daily hews' 1.. A smaller scale, but maybe more effective,

instance comes from Malawi 'where, develop4nt of water resources is a Current;

goal, Meuse and maintenance of4new water pumpsiin rural villages is en-

trusted to five-Tember Committees. Both tradit nal and national party

leadership must be represented on Oelco

A

primary drawers and users of water, three ofi the members must be female..

and, since women are the

An important criticism leveled at development teaching; thevy and

practice by proponents' of the'new scholarship is a criticism that can be

Nmt,

leveled at virtually all previous'scholarship, lamely, that it does not have

as one of its, explicit aims an understanding of how women have dine to 'be

subordinated (in contrast'see Bart and Budinger, forthcoming, for a state of

the art overview of feminist theories; Segal and Berheide, 1979, for an over-

view of the scope and perspectives of feminist sociology; MacKinnon 1982, 1983,

for a-well reasoned presentation on the cUttirig edge of, radical feminist

theory), While development studies operate in the4iddle range, concerned

with questions and answer's which are narrower and more immediate than the

basic principles Of social organization, they,do tacitly accept premises '4

about social organization which may be,i0alid. Moreover, because students

of development work in contexts in which,,social,and cultural. change are

characteristic, they are likely to accumulate data which can help to test,

and to reformulate these premises.
Thus, it is crucial, to the advancement of

.women, to the advancement of feminist scholarship and to the successful, out-

come of development efforts that'the question of the'subordination of women

be considered by students of development, and that feminist scholars be familiar

t.
with the development literature,'



Varieties of Development Thlies

14

Thus far the accent of thispper has been on feminist criticism of

developglent theories and prabtices. 'For 'those who are more familiar with

feminist viewpoints than,with development literature, the accent can be

shifted td feminist criticism of development theories. Extended 6sCussions

make finer distinctions (e.g. Chirot and Hill, 1982; Hermassi,'19,78; Pontes,'

197'51,, but for pur'poses of this review current theories. of development can be

grouped in .two broad categories: modernization theories and world systems

theories, While both are rooted in 19th and early 20th century evolutionary

prclmises, modernization theorists tend 6.have liberal, functionalist and

capitalist perspectives, and world systems theorists are more likely to see

the world in radical, conflict and Socialist tOns. Each groUp of theories

has evoked a body ofcriticism. Drily those points which relate specifically

to

0

understanding the position of women or including women in development will

be discussed here (see Elliot, 1977; Leacock, 1981). It should be noted that

there are feminist scholars who take each of these perspectives as well (see

/'

for example the criticism of Boserup, 1970, by Beneria and Sen, 1981, or the

review of Rogers, 1980, by Burce, 1981; also Boulding's challenging 'Integra

,

tion into What?" 1981).

Modernization approaches follow a strategy which has been summarized as

'build on the best' '(Gurley as quoted by Stryker, 1977). The goal here is to

increase overall productivity in a nation, as rapidly as possible by investing

in nose activities, areas, and segMents of the population already most

developed and receptive'to change. The assumption is that the benefits of

this development will trickle down. Since males often have, and are even

more often assumed to have, more of the- desired human capital factors

(education, availability, motivation, experience, etc.).,than females, they

15

. .r 1

.
a te more likely to receive the training, credit, jobs or whatever is being

i

,,offered by a.specific project (of course there are frequently,class and other,'

difftrences gong the males involved as well). This practice is often based ,
,

X4'0

on'erroneous and ethnoc4 ric assumptions about,gender differences. Where!

the assumptions are valid t,g, males have higher literacy rates in most

:

1

developing nations) females become even more disadvantaged. Moreover, the

effects.do net automatically trickle down (Henderson, 1981).

Modetnizatiod approaches locate the'calse";of underdevelopment and the

solutions to development problems within thireworld nations, Yet, drawing

women into industrial empment, OiCh is whaOinists go,take this

approach advocate (e,g. Boserup, 1970; ,Rogers, 1911i) does not necessarily

better the posipori df women. Cathl,rihe M. dilomeqO's research on faCtery',

workers in Ibadan (1983) sugges that the sameiindi'ollabormarkts any

developing in third world ip6strial sectors as in thcritit:rqd. 4omen.

;work at a limited number of jobs, i.e.'the les Skilled*: ta0imited;A:',

.;
number of industries', e.g, food processing. According toll Domenico, in the,

l7
I .1

short run at leasti the employment npoortunitlis for.women,are'0e(reasing as

t ,"..

protective legislation and benefits for pregnant and.laototilii'lwome'ir'in'ce.ase,"

s,

the costs of employing women in a nafion where not all'of

drawn.into the industrial labor force (also see Standing,

I

Moreover, industrial emolOpent for women in developing,

on the demands of the world economy (seethe growing.

et i4

empirical studies e.g. Chinchilla, 1179; Stinivasan,1198

1981; Wong, 1981; Arizpe and Aranda, 1981; et al):

' World systems approaches locate the causes of un4

world capitalist system within which"dedloped ankev

operate. The markets for coffee, sisal, or pyrethrum are

I

4?



the:local:rice of petro}eum is not determined by the size of the local

siti1Ted laberforce, General expesftions of wodsystems,theory (e.g.

Wallerstein, 1914, 1970; or the session called "Comparative International

Dependence, Inequality and Development" presented here on Thursday) are on

the macrosystem level and do not concern themselves with class dr gender

differences any more than modernization theories do, Feminists assert that

those world systems analyses which are sensitive to class differences, like

16

many other social scientific analysed inspired by marxist frames of reference,

tend,to subordinate gender differences to class differences, Such analyses

undervalue activities associated with social reproduction, use the household

as the basic.unit of analysis and tenaciously cling to Engels' untenable posi-

tion that patriarchy is simply a product of capitalism (Elliott, 1977; /

Hartmann and Markusen, 1980; MacKinnon, 1982, 1983),

Feminists refute this position iiith analyses of women in second world

economies and third world nations,which have chosen socialist models of

development (e.g. Caplan, 1982; Fortmann, 1982; Cross, 1981 a & b;

First-Dilic, 1980, Ibpidus, 1978, et al). Subsaharan Africa is an ideal

foCal point for research comparing the impact on w of capitalist and,

socialist development models liecause many, other variables can be held

relatively constant, For example, Kenya and Tanzania, geographically conti-

guous, British influenced, and politically stable.since beaming indePendent

have chosen different development routes. A less obvious comparison is

Tanzania with Malawi where both nations have empclsized rural development

over urban iniFstrial growth, but following ideologically different plans.

,/

Feminist world systems-inspired research looks explicitly at the varying

relations of production by gender within households (e.g. Etienne, 1983),

18
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r

1

f

cl4ses and Communities (e,l, Gordon, 1981 on the effectsof Malelabe ,

migration in Lesothe) and over time (e.g. Deere and Leon de Leal, 1982,

Latin American example). The data indiite,thatlqegrilini an economy Jot°

lo,

the world system.may,either draw women into pro'duction or remov them from 4

it, depending upon the needs'of the'system at 'any point in time, The relatiOns

between women and men ma be transformed in this process, but the. naturqf

the trallormation is not necessarily obyious or predictable on the basis of

current theoretical formulations,

17

Summary of Criticism

Feminist critics of development teaching,, theory an practice argue that

development studies and projects have been characterized by an androcentric

and ethnocentric vision of the world, that the conceptual and methodological

tools of development literature provide a limited and distorted picture of

f .
'

third world realities, that inappropriate Units have been used to predict,

plan and analyse development efforts, an at these efforts have Often had un-

intended and unrecognized negative con es for women regardless of their

impact, to other segments offsociety,

Feminist,criticim and expansion of ,development theory and practice.,

has implications fot how we think about and teach about first and seccnd world

societies as well. It is to these implications that I will now turn briefly,

, 4

Both modernization and world systems theories, are'6olutionary, building

on the work of 19t6,and early 20th century sociologists and Anthropologists

who helieved,the social world was destined to grow more complex, differen-

,

tiated and,rational,,that relationships 'woutil.tiecome more s' diry, and that

affect and tradition would IJecreaSe in jmportance or be reed td 'the pert;

pheral spheres of institutional life. EvOlutionau theory was net monolithic-

19



theorists varied 10heir attitudes
toward the world they saw re log, and

they varied according to which forces
and processes they, saw as pri ry and

which as derivitive--but It was
unllintar in direction and general oitline

4

if not in terms of specific steps or stages. This perspective produces blind

spots', tendencies to think that structural and instittrional arrangements

that exist and Cohere;In industrial societies are natural,
the products of

necessary developments or an obvious improvement over past arrangements,

These visions hold sway even
among those who see development in some Parts of

the world as both cause and consequence
of underdevelopment in others.

Taking a feminist perspective without
Acusingiattention on times or

places other than our own also haAi.mitations: While our own research and

our own experience
tell us that the system we live in is generating Inequities,

we need to see other systems, other relations of production,
murder to put

ours in perspective and to
develop an understanding of how systems work,

..7 I
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t.

By examining the positions of women and in in developing soc ties we

becometre lef the variety of institutional arrangements that are 'ssible,'

and of the nature of thi relationships among them. The interaction between

biology and social
arrangements, and the roles of ideology and of material

factors arepPlaced in relief. We miss important connections and arrangements

if we look at only half the population. By looking at societies from the

perspective of the less powerful, we come to redefine Ower by d6cOvering

its alternative sources and routes and to appriciate the fact that there are

differences in interests even within the
smallest' groups in a system. In

i developing societies the relationships
between production and reproduction

are highlighted and the iterdependence of subsistence and other forms of

production can be clarified.
The understanding thus. gained can'be used to

reexamine first and second world societies.

19

Renee Plain's research on ttelgaleallor housis.of women in

Katsina CIV,111 erIa (1983) illustrates the.scofe of my claims about the

variety of Institut 1 arrangements, in this, alternative lifestyle, UP.

attaChte Hausa n (Karuwal) share,these i.sidences with their children,

and with g sexual and transvestite men who frequently serve as mediators

between them and the patriarchal Muslim,pciety 16 which they live. In

choosing this lifestyle women gain.thelower and resources to move in or

out'of marriage as Independent bran beings.

There are simple answers to why teach about women in development: a

little over half the world's popUlatfon is female, and'ithe third world.is

most of the world, .Then there isithe Percy Amendment5A sin r 1973 U.S.

Ci
c

Foreign Assistance programs have been munch; to include women. There are

also croiox answers. Stulents tend to accept the models we present to them

tas valid and normative, but the models of social life and social systems u

which most development teaching and activity rest'at'e distorted. They a

based on definitions of work,. prdduction and family that discount the in-

dividuality, interests and contributions of woment They assume that only

rational action is important, that only one course of action is rational and

(r

'that only one set of factors/motivates rational people. They even assume

there Is only one source of exploitation a one,direction for social change.

such of the work women do is less vis e and we are accustomed to

thinking of it as less important because it es not appear in 'dational

statistics or occur in the town square. Models whicil are based on wage or

profit making work are concerned with the work of social reproduction only s

to the extent that it facilitates production. They ignore other'chiracter

istics of reproductive work such as how It is assigned, what It accomplishei

21



(apart from producing aodustainitag
workers El workers) what polls are used

to perform it, and who\controls these
tools.

k

,

Because we associateareproductive labor with women 'and women's work with'
'(

inviability, all wemen'S,work is reentered revisable,
Studies of male ,

!

I4P

Work' or, in industrial nations arttaken
to be studies of all industrial

(Inkles did stuy auto workers 'in, developing nations, but they were

all male, see Inkles and Smith, 1974). We do not learn whether the
industries,

'which employ women are orgpized differently,
or if ,the peoiile who work in

them behave differently.
We are ignorant of the iactS surrounding

industrial

1

employment/if females ,in the third world. We assume that, employed women are

, becoMing more modern, or
are being proletarianized, but on what basis, and

what does that mean in terms of women's

A case in point, is the relationship
between employment and fertility.

Some assume birth rates will deirease
as employment increases (e.g. loussef,

1976), others (e.g. Shields, 1980)
that fertility rotes are the independent

variable, Either way, a correlation is predicted based on the exp*eriences,

of western societies where the kinds of
non-industrial productive activities

of women and the mutual obligations of
women and children are not necessarily

1he same as those among any given third
world people (cf. di Domenico, 1983).

In sum, when we teach,about women in development,
we make students aware

of the covltxity and variety
as well as the universality that characterizes

humanity, and we are forced to reevaluate our assumptions,
our models and our

paradigms and to bring them closer to the pointwhere they can help us to fit

v.

together the multifaceted puzzle.tli is social life.
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FOOTNOTES.

1 p .

1, Florence Bowe lists the following *or components of the new

)
4

s holarship on women:

1, an understanding.of patriarchy in historical perspective; '

philosophically and sociologically; its eiationship to the

religions of the world, and to ideas of knoWledge and power- -

hence, an understanding of what it meats to be.born "permanently".

into a subordinate or dominant status; a knowledge of feminist

'21

theory,

2, -an understanding of the complex, confusing, and Still chaotic

area of biologicallpsychological sex differences; the importanCe

N i

of null findings:
. / .,

3. (an understanding of socialization and se roles, as well as of

sexerole stereotyping; the relationships among gender, race,

and classall from a cross - cultural perspective.

4, an' undertanding of women in history, not only in the United States,
,

but throughout the world; recognizing that such study includes

legal as well as medical history--the history, of birth control,

for example, is essential to the study of women; even to the

study of fictioh about Ten,

5. an understanding of women as represented in the arts they have

produced, some of Which have been buried or ignored as arts,-

quilt-making, for example, or the pottery of North American

Indian women; and as represented in the significant literaturejb`

k by women in all rack and nationaliiieslhat never was included

in the literary curriculum; as well,as an awareness that the

23



, 22

,

images of women portrayed by the male-created arts have helped,

to contrbl ,the dominant conceptions'of womenhence, the impor-

tance of studying images of women on,TV, in the film and the,

theatre, and in advertising.

6. an understanding of the'ways in which post-Freudix

, has:attempted:ti,co es iny; an awareness that

other ma?eceritered sycholOgical constructs like those of

Crikspniand Kohlberg are potentially damaging to women an

understanding of Ow women-centered theories of female develop-

ment.

an underhanding of,fernale sexualityincluding pe4ectives

on both heterosexuality and le4iianism; special issues involved

in birth control and reproduction'.

8. an understanding of the hl3tiory'ind function of educati

support and,c4ifier of sex - segregation and of limited opportuni-

ties for women; stile perspectives on education as an agent for

changein the past and present.

9. an understanding of the history and function of the family in the

United States and cross-culturally; of the current variety of

family structures, and of the conflict between beliefs and

research findings with reference especially to issues surrounding

childcare.'

an understanding of women in the work force through history, in

the present, and cross-culturally; the economy in relation to

women; the relationship,between money and power in personal

interactions, in the family, and in society.

24
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11. an understanding of the relationship between 116affecting

women and social change; the history of women and social move-

ments: (1982:12.13) / ,
2. 'HI writers use reproduction in its narrowest se ring.

Others recognize the importance,of social reproduction in its flake-arise:

child rearing, housekeeping, i.e. those tasks, which' reproduce the family and

the workforce. Recently attention has been paid to the ways in,which

social systems are reproduced and sustained by,social institutions and the

development of certain relations of production (e.g. Bener(a, 1979),

' 3. Admittedly it is currently difficult to obtain data for secondary)

I

analysis that includes subsistence and informal sector
productivity, but it

,

is not impossible to develop measures and gather data if the need is recognized.

4

I want to thank Edwin S. Segal for reminding me of the extent to which our

thinking about work is structured by our data

4. While I do not accept MacKinnon's position (1982, 1983) in its

entirety, I have adopted her practice of spelling marxism with a lower case

'm' to indicate that the term denotes a theoretical perspective parallel to

feminism, or, for that matter, functionetm.

5. Amendment no. 574 to the Foreign Assistance Bill of 1973, SB 2335,

see Congressional Record S. 18423, Oct. 2, 1973.
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